
Commodity Intelligence



Oil and China.

Oil: The Permian.

China: Smog.



The sheer scale of the North American shales is breathtaking.
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Permana.

USGS: 20bn boee in Midland Wolfcamp.



But Wolfbery is tip of iceberg.

By aerial extent is <50% of the Permian.



And <25% of stacked strata.

PXD mainly drills 
Spraberry. 

USGS survey



Oxy on economics.



Oxy on inventory.





US Chemical Industry

ALL shale produces masses of Ethane and LPG. 



Oil follows Gas.

Gas: Barnett->Fayetteville->Haynesville-> MARCELLUS!!!

(Marcellus approx the same size as Gazprom)

Oil: Bakken->Eagle Ford-> PERMIAN!!

(Permian same size as Saudi. )



China has a smog problem
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China and Smog.



China’s Academy of Sciences on Smog. 
NATURE | CORRESPONDENCE

Environment: China deploys big data to clear smog
● Bo Zhang

● & Robert M. Hughes

Three causes:

1> Sulphur.

2> Ash.

3> Ammonia. 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v542/n7639/full/542031a.html#auth-1
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v542/n7639/full/542031a.html#auth-1
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v542/n7639/full/542031a.html#auth-1
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v542/n7639/full/542031a.html#auth-2


Washed Coal.

Until last year cheap local ‘washed coal’
dominated Coking supplies. 



Coal control.

This year we’re seeing not only coal cuts, but a 
focus on grade.



Sinter Plant produces 70% of steel plant pollution
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Sinter Plant
It is therefore likely that these incremental cost increases will be passed on to end users. Moreover, since sintering is the most polluting process 
within a steel plant, some plants will look to replace sinter rather than incur the additional operating costs required to meet new emissions 

standards. Sintering is responsible for 80%-90% of total dust and soot emissions and more than 60% of total sulfur emissions from the steel 
industry.
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Aluminium

All coal fired.



Last thoughts: Brazil/Brexit/Trump.
~Symptoms of pendulum swing to ‘property rights’.

~US Tax Reform:

Carbon tax-capex= corporate tax.

27% on China

13% on EU

~Very powerful ‘riptide’



Technology that impacts Commodity consumption
Blockchain:

~Judge rules in US that blockchain could have ‘material’ impact had it been used 
in complex commercial case.

~Bitcoin updates code to handle contracts.

~Interest continues to surge on Google. 

3D Printing:

~Highly compatible with Blockchain. 


